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We know Allied Professionals.
We know Recruiting.
These days, if you need to find top travel
allied professionals to fill your needs, you
have to do more than post a newspaper ad or
conduct a quick internet search. In fact, the
market is so under saturated with the
professionals you need, methods once
considered easy and convenient are now
more bothersome than ever. And, if you
actually can find the time and resources to
conduct your own hiring searches, how are
you going to find the candidates in today’s
market?
That’s why, at Voyage Staffing, we spend all
day, everyday searching
and screening the
professionals you need.
And we connect this talent
with companies like
yours. We look for exceptional character as well as expert
credentials to help make your job of finding the right
candidate much easier.
The Voyage Staffing offices are managed by
professionals with over 25 years of
combined industry specific experience,
accompanied with cutting edge
technology and sophisticated
recruitment processes that greatly
improve our rate of success. We use our
knowledge of the allied healthcare
industry to give our clients the most qualified
candidates possible.
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How we do it.
Constant Recruiting.
Unlike the healthcare facilities we represent, we are able to recruit
all the time. It’s all we do. With dedicated recruitment professionals
interviewing candidates hundreds of times every day, our pool of
qualified professionals grows significantly every hour. And that is just
the humans who work for us. Our computer systems are continually
generating qualified leads 24 hours per day, helping us to give our
clients multiple options for their open positions, as well as to improve
our database of traveling professionals.
Having the Best Staffing Professionals.
Every employee at Voyage goes through a rigorous training program focused specifically on Allied Healthcare. Because
of this training, our staff understands exactly what our clients are looking for, and they also know where to go to find results.
The Voyage Staffing team will…
• Qualify specific skills to match employer needs
• Assist employers in identifying key features and benefits for attracting candidates
• Assure all necessary documentation and records are collected
• Identify salary trends and offer tips on hiring, interviewing and retaining great professionals
Specializing in Allied Healthcare.
Voyage Staffing is positive that when a staffing company conducts a candidate search for a healthcare facility, that the
hospital expects to get the most for their money. So we understand the need for “specialization” in order to achieve our
client’s expectations. Hospitals have confidence in us because we only focus on these areas of Allied Healthcare. (This keeps
our focus narrow so that the quality we bring never suffers.)
Give Options.
We offer both travel and full-time staffing solutions because not every healthcare professional
wants the same type of opportunity, and every hospital has different needs. So whether the
hospital needs a traveler to cover for a recent vacancy, or a healthcare professional has decided
on a new home town, we customize our search to the specific needs of both the professional and
the hospital. Ultimately it is our goal to find the perfect job for the perfect employee!
Assure Quality and Compliance.
We maintain the highest quality standards and assure that JCAHO requirements are satisfied on
every placement. Our technology requires that all required data be collected on every candidate
prior to submission to any job opening. If anything is missing, the system flags the item and halts
the submission until the missing information has been collected. If that wasn’t enough, our client
facilities can be given access to the files for every candidate who has been submitted and/or
has worked at their facility, simply by assigning them a login and a password. You will have
instant access to all records and no need to call and track them down! Call us for a demo.
Everyone at Voyage Staffing has a passion for people. We love meeting and talking to
new people to find out their career goals and company needs. In fact, at Voyage
Staffing, networking is something we do 24/7. We also establish and build quality
relationships through our membership affiliations with a variety of industry
associations.
Voyage Staffing, Inc.
1485 International Pkwy, #2051
Heathrow, Florida 32746
office 800.798.6035
fax 888.798.6035
info@voyagestaff.com

Whether you’re ready to start putting our professionals to work for
you, or just want some more information on any of our
services, contact Voyage Staffing today.
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